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Abstract. Ductile damage mechanics is essential to predict failure during cold metal forming applications. Several damage models can be found in the literature. These damage models are coupled with the mechanical behavior so as to model the progressive softening of the material due to damage growth. However, the identification of damage parameters remains an issue. In this paper, an inverse analysis approach is set-up to identify ductile damage parameters, based on different kind of mechanical tests and observables. The Lemaitre damage model is used and damage is coupled with the material behavior. The Efficient Global Optimization (EGO) method is used in a parallel environment. This global algorithm based on kriging meta-model enables the identification of a set of damage parameters based on experimental observables. Global and local observables are used to identify these parameters and a special attention is paid to the computation of the cost function. Finally, an identification procedure based on displacement field measurements is presented and applied for damage parameters identification.
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INTRODUCTION

During cold metal forming operations, the material is submitted to large plastic strain and multiaxial loadings that can potentially lead to ductile damage growth and final fracture. In order to obtain accurate and robust results, the identification of damage parameters is essential. Damage parameters identification is often performed using tensile tests load-displacement curves. This single global observable is not rich enough to identify a unique set of damage parameters. A methodology based on multiple observables is presented here. Numerical simulations are performed using the Forge® finite element software.

In a first part, the optimization algorithm developed and used in this work is presented. This algorithm is based on the Efficient Global Optimization (EGO) method [1]. This global optimization algorithm, based on kriging meta-model, is suitable for multiple minima and time-consuming problems. This algorithm is implemented in the MOOPI software (MOdular Optimization software for Parameters Identification), developed at CEMEF in the CimLib library and dedicated to optimization issues. Using MOOPI, identification can be achieved using multiple mechanical tests and the inverse analysis can be done with different finite element software.

The second part of the paper presents the classical identification methodology based on tensile tests load-displacement curves. Response surfaces are built for different couples of damage parameters in order to show that this single observable lead to the non-uniqueness of the solution. The definition of the cost function is an important issue, in particular when dealing with the final stage of ductile damage and fracture.

In the third part, a methodology based on full field measurements is presented. It is shown that using displacement fields enable to enrich the experimental database and to converge towards a unique solution of the identification procedure.

OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

To deal with the identification issue, a parallel optimization algorithm, based on the Efficient Global Optimization algorithm (EGO) suggested by Jones et al. [1], has been developed. In the MOOPI software, a parallel extension of the EGO algorithm is implemented. This algorithm is based on the construction of a meta-model of the objective function all over the parameters design space. This meta-model is built iteratively by adding one new point at each iteration. This new point is defined thanks to the maximization of the Expected Improvement (EI) criterion.
This criterion has two goals: global minimization of the cost function and local improvement of a minimum already detected.

A parallel version of the EGO algorithm has been developed here. A flowchart of this algorithm is presented in figure 1. The main idea of this extension is the following: instead of evaluating exactly the cost function of one new set of parameters at each iteration, the idea is to temporally set the cost function value to an approximate value regarding the kriging meta-model for this new point. This temporally approximation of the cost function value is not time consuming and enables to extract a new set of parameters from the meta-model without performing a new exact evaluation (which is time consuming). N set of parameters can thus be extracted from the meta-model without any exact evaluation. The final step is to evaluate exactly the cost function value of these N new points, which can be done simultaneously using parallel computing.

![Flowchart of parallel extension of the EGO algorithm implemented in the MOOPI software](image)

**FIGURE 1.** Flowchart of parallel extension of the EGO algorithm implemented in the MOOPI software

The EGO algorithm implemented in MOOPI is well suited for parameters identification by inverse analysis. This software is able to work with multiple experimental observables and multiple mechanical tests. The optimization procedure gives two main informations: the set of identified parameters and a map of the objective function all over the parameters design space. This map is particularly interesting to understand the sensitivity of the observable regarding each parameter of the model.

**IDENTIFICATION METHODOLOGY**

In this part, the optimization algorithm presented in the previous section is used to identify damage parameters by inverse analysis. The inverse analysis approach consists in identifying a set of material parameters by minimizing a cost function. This cost function is based on the difference between an experimental and a numerical observable. In this section, the load-displacement curve of a tensile test is the observable. When damage grows during the mechanical loading, the load-displacement curve decreases due to the progressive mechanical degradation of the material properties. This is obtained numerically by coupling damage growth with the elastoplastic mechanical behavior. In this paper, the Lemaitre damage model is used. This model will be briefly described in the first section. In a second part, it is shown that the definition of the cost function has to be carefully managed, in particular when dealing with the last stage of ductile damage and fracture. Finally, it is shown that, in some cases, such an identification can lead to multiple set of parameters that all minimize the cost function.
The Lemaitre ductile damage model

In this paper, a modified version of the Lemaitre ductile damage model is used [2]. The Lemaitre model is a damage model coupled to plasticity based on continuum damage mechanics [3]. A scalar damage variable $D$ is defined. The material softening is obtained by replacing the equivalent stress by the effective stress (defined by equation 1) on the constitutive equations of the undamaged material.

$$\tilde{\sigma} = \frac{\sigma}{1-D}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Damage evolution is given by equations 2 and 3 where $Y$ is the strain energy release rate. $S_0$, $b$ and $\varepsilon_d$ are material dependent parameters, $p$ is the hydrostatic pressure, $\sigma_{eq}$ is the von Mises equivalent stress.

$$\begin{aligned}
\dot{D} &= \left(\frac{Y}{S_0}\right)^b \varepsilon_{pl} \quad \text{if} \quad \varepsilon_{pl} \geq \varepsilon_d \\
\dot{D} &= 0 \quad \text{if} \quad \varepsilon_{pl} < \varepsilon_d 
\end{aligned}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$Y = \frac{\sigma_{eq}}{2E(1-D)^2} \left(\frac{1-n}{3}(1+2n)\left(-\frac{p}{\sigma_{eq}}\right)^2\right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

To model the rapid loss of load carrying capacity of the material, $D$ is set to 1 when it reaches a critical value $D_c$. Four parameters have to be identified ($S_0$, $b$, $\varepsilon_d$ and $D_c$).

Definition of the cost function

In this section we focus on an inverse analysis identification strategy based on conventional mechanical tests. Inverse analysis deals with the minimization of a cost function. This cost function evaluates the gap between data coming from experimental mechanical tests and from numerical simulations of the mechanical test. Formulation of the objective function for load-displacement observable is presented in equation 4. Minimization of this cost function leads to identify the hardening and damage parameters (set of parameters $P$).

$$fc_x (P) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( F_{i}^{\text{num}} (P) - F_{i}^{\exp} \right)^2 \Delta d_i}$$

$$\min \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} (F_{i}^{\exp} \Delta d_i \sum_{i=1}^{n} (F_{i}^{\text{num}} (P) \Delta d_i) \right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

$P$ is the set of material parameters, $F_{i}^{\text{num}}$ and $F_{i}^{\exp}$ are respectively the numerical and experimental force, $d$ the displacement, and $n$ the number of points recorded. In [4], it has been shown that particular attention has to be paid to the way the numerical and experimental breaking loads are dealt with in the computation of the cost function. In fact, if the gap between the two curves is not evaluated correctly near the breaking point, the objective function can induce wrong identified set of parameters. Our adapted strategy is illustrated in figure 2. On each curve, measurement points are added in order to complete the curve. The objective function is evaluated on the real curves completed with the additional points. This has to be done here since the decreasing part of the curve is important for the good identification of damage parameters.

This strategy allows constructing a smooth objective function, which can be efficiently used by the minimization algorithm.
When the identification of damage parameters relies on a single load-displacement curve, it can be shown that multiple sets of damage parameters can reproduce accurately the experimental observable. This non-uniqueness of the inverse problem solution is illustrated in figure 3, which corresponds to the response surface of a cost function calculated on a tensile load-displacement curve for an EN AW-5774[AlMg3] aluminum alloy. This response surface exhibits two minima. Parameter $b$ is the most difficult parameter to identify. This response surface shows that the inverse problem has not only one solution with this single load-displacement observable. Therefore, it can be concluded that one single load-displacement curve is not sufficient to identify correctly a set of Lemaitre damage parameters. In order to enrich the identification basis, other experimental observables have to be considered.

**IMPROVEMENT OF THE IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURE**

In order to find a single minimum of the cost function, it is necessary to enrich the experimental observables. This can be achieved using different methodologies:

- The cost function can be based on several experimental load-displacement curves (global observables) obtained using different mechanical tests: tensile tests with different specimen geometries can be used (flat, notched flat, shear induced samples …). Such an approach is interesting for damage identification with
different values of stress triaxiality ratio and Lode angle. It has been shown in [5] that these two parameters are essential to characterize damage growth for complex loading path.

- The cost function can be based on local observables: local displacement measurements, or full field measurements. This approach enables a better description of the local displacement fields, but requires the construction of an advanced cost function based on experimental and numerical displacement fields.

In this section, full field measurements are used for the identification. First the definition of the cost function is presented, based on displacement fields for large plastic strain. Then the methodology is applied for parameters identification purposes.

**Full field measurements: definition of the cost function**

The use of full field measurements for parameters identification purposes is a popular and powerful method to enrich the identification [6]. The displacement field is measured on one face of the sample by two dimensional digital image correlations (figure 4). This measurement technique allows obtaining the displacement field in the sample plan at each time of the mechanical test, till the fracture of the sample.

![Displacement field measured by digital image correlation using the Aramis® software, (a) displacement field in the tensile direction, (b) displacement field in the transverse direction.](image)

**FIGURE 4.** Displacement field measured by digital image correlation using the Aramis® software, (a) displacement field in the tensile direction, (b) displacement field in the transverse direction.

White lines on figure 4.a represent the border of the domain of study. Displacement fields on these two lines are use as boundary condition of the FE simulation. The aim is to reduce the size of the modeling area, in order to reduce the computation time. The use of this experimental boundary condition also eliminates any rigid body motion. This methodology can also be very efficient on more complex mechanical tests, as shear tests, to reduce the computation time.

In order to use this displacement field measurement for ductile damage parameters identification, it is important to take care of large strain. The objective function have thus to account for large displacements. The aim of the objective function is to compare at each time, the numerical displacement field ($Ux^{num}$) and the experimental displacement field ($Ux^{exp}$). The major problem in the computation of the objective function is that, under large strain, the numerical sample shape and the experimental sample shape are different. This difference is due to the difference in terms of mechanical behavior. Consequently, the objective function has to be computed with the two fields expressed in the same configuration. At each evaluation of the objective function the two fields are thus recorded in the undeformed shape. The objective function is written as follows:

$$f_{c_x}(P) = \sum_{i=1}^{T} \left( \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} (\delta_{ij}(Ux^{num}_{ij}(P) - Ux^{exp}_{ij}))^2}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \delta_{ij}} \right)^{1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)
\( P \) is the set of material parameters, \( \delta \) is a flag value equal to one if the experimental measurement is available, zero if not, \( T \) is the number of time step, and \( n \) the number of measurement points.

**Identification based on full field measurements**

In this last section we compare the response surfaces computed with a cost function based on load-displacement curves only and with displacement field measurements (figure 4.a).

Figure 5 shows the response surfaces obtained without and with field measurements. The local minimum (red cross figure 5.a), which was already discussed in figure 3, is no more appearing on the response surface associated to displacement field measurements (figure 5.b). These two response surfaces show that using local data improves the uniqueness of the identification methodology.

![Figure 5](image)

**CONCLUSION**

In this paper, different methodologies have been presented to identify hardening and ductile damage parameters using inverse analysis. The EGO algorithm has been used in a parallel environment. When load-displacement is used, special attention has to be paid to the computation of the objective function regarding the final decreasing part of the curves. It has been shown that using multiple observables is essential to improve the uniqueness and accuracy of the identification procedure. Full field measurements is undoubtedly the more appropriate solution to enrich the cost function. However, due to large plastic strain, experimental and numerical displacement fields have to be compared in the undeformed configuration.
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